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IMFA managing director Subhrakant Panda re-elected ICDA
president

MUMBAI (Metal-Pages) 09-May-13.  Ferro-chrome producer Indian Metals & Ferro Alloys (IMFA) said that
Subhrakant Panda has been re-elected president of the International Chromium Development Association (ICDA),
the Paris-based apex body of the chromium industry.

Subhrakant Panda is the managing director and CEO of IMFA, a  fully integrated producer of value-added ferro
chrome with a capacity of 275,000 tonnes per year.

IMFA was one of the founding members of ICDA when it was formed in 1984 and Panda is only the third Indian to
head the organisation in its nearly three decades of existence.

ICDA's Council comprising of chrome ore, ferro-chrome and stainless steel producers from around the world in
addition to other processors and leading trading houses is tasked with managing the affairs of the organisation.

-By Samil Surendran in Mumbai (samil@metal-pages.com)
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Thu 18:30 Antofagasta Q1 molybdenum production down 16%
Thu 17:09 US ferro-chrome prices static on lacklustre trading
Thu 16:56 CTA Titanium 2013: China's non-ferrous metals industry moves into period of deep

transformation
Thu 14:19 Ex-BP boss Hayward emerges as Xstrata Glencore interim chair
Thu 13:47 India market report - alloy market trends mixed
Thu 13:05 Mechel posts mixed Q1 results in ferro-silicon, chrome
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Thu 13:23 Great Western Minerals narrows loss in Q1 as debt conversion gain offsets lower revenues
Thu 13:02 Pr/Nd oxide prices soften on weak demand, suppliers reluctant to sell
Thu 12:56 Neodymium oxide prices weak in China on stagnant demand as producers switch to

replacement material
Thu 12:48 European praseodymium prices continue to defy rare earths slump
Thu 12:42 Yttrium oxide prices weak with some European consumer interest reported
Thu 12:38 European cerium business becoming dominated by spot business, prices steady
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